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a b s t r a c t 

We conduct laboratory experiments to investigate basic predictions of principal-agent the- 

ory about the choice of piece rate contracts in the presence of output risk, and provide 

novel insights that reference dependent preferences affect the tradeoff between risk and 

incentives. Subjects in our experiments choose their compensation scheme for performing 

a real-effort t ask from a menu of linear piece rate and fixed payment combinations. As 

classical principal-agent models predict, more risk averse individuals choose lower piece 

rates. However, in contrast to those predictions, we find that low-productivity risk averse 

workers choose higher piece rates when the riskiness of the environment increases. We 

hypothesize that reference points affect piece rate choice in risky environments, such that 

individuals whose expected earnings would exceed (fall below) the reference point in a 

risk-free environment behave risk averse (seeking) in risky environments. In a second ex- 

periment, we exogenously manipulate reference points and confirm this hypothesis. 

© 2021 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. Introduction 

A tenet of principal-agent theory is the trade-off between risk and incentives. In principal-agent relationships the prin- 

cipal can write a contract that specifies a piece rate for observable output to solve the moral hazard problem that arises

when agents’ effort is non-contractible but costly to the agent. Typically, observed output does not depend on effort alone 

but also on risky factors that are beyond the control of the agent. As risk averse agents demand a compensation for expo-

sure to risk, principals optimally offer them a lower piece rate and a higher base payment to reduce risk exposure, given

unlimited liability ( Budde and Kräkel, 2011 ). Since the risk premium that risk averse agents demand rises as output risk

increases, the optimal piece rate is lower the higher output risk is. This induces a negative relationship between risk and

incentives in these models. 

We conduct two laboratory experiments to probe the predictions of standard contract models. Our findings point to the 

importance of the reflection effect ( Kahneman and Tversky, 1979 ) in contract choice and indicate that expanding standard

incentive theory to include reference points can better explain the tradeoff between risk and incentives. In our first labo- 

ratory experiment, we test the two main predictions of standard theory concerning agents’ choice of piece rate contracts, 
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namely (1) whether agents prefer piece rate contracts with weaker incentives, i.e. with a higher base payment but a lower

piece rate, the more risk averse they are, and (2) whether they prefer weaker incentives as output risk increases. 

A set of earlier studies based on experimental data documents that more risk averse workers prefer weaker incentives 

(e.g. Cadsby et al., 2007 ; Dohmen and Falk, 2011 ; Fehrenbacher and Pedell, 2012 ). However, these studies do not assess how

changes in exogenous risk affect contract choice. Recent experimental studies by Corgnet and Hernán-González (2019) and 

Chowdhury and Karakostas (2020) manipulate output risk by introducing additive random shocks to production in order 

to examine whether principals respond to changes in output risk by adjusting the fixed and variable components of the 

contracts they offer to agents. Consistent with classical principal-agent models, both studies find that principals offer lower 

variable payment when output risk increases, particularly when principals believe that the agent is risk averse. Closely 

related to these latter two studies, we also exogenously manipulate output risk in our experiment. A crucial difference is 

that we investigate agents’ preferences rather than principals’ contract offers. 

In our experiment, individuals can choose from a menu of linear piece-rate contracts to decide how they want to be

rewarded for performance on a real-effort task. Contracts consist of a fixed component and a payment per unit of output. 

Mimicking the principal’s contract design, we introduce a trade-off between the base payment and the piece rate: contracts 

that specify a higher base payment offer a lower payment per unit of output. Output is determined by individuals’ produc-

tion and a risky component that is operationalized as a randomly chosen percentage that is added to or subtracted from

their production. This percentage is drawn from a known discrete uniform distribution that is symmetric around zero with 

incremental steps of 10%. We implement three treatments that differ in the range of the aforementioned distribution. In 

the high risk treatment, production shocks range from −100% to + 100% with increments of 10%. This implies that in the

best case production is doubled, while it is nullified in the worst case. In the low risk treatment, production shocks range

between −40% and + 40%; whereas in the no risk treatment no additional risk is added. We elicit subjects’ risk preferences

from their choices in incentivized lotteries and their self-assessed willingness to take risks. 

In line with the above cited experimental studies on contract choice we find that more risk averse individuals prefer 

weaker incentives. A new insight of our study, however, is that individuals do not choose lower piece rates on average in a

riskier environment. Remarkably, the average treatment effect masks important heterogeneity: In line with standard models, 

highly productive individuals choose lower piece rates when output risk is high, but contrary to the predictions of classic 

principal-agent models, low-productivity individuals choose higher piece rates in a more risky environment. This pattern 

of behavior is consistent with the idea that individuals value reaching an earnings target. Such a target might be socially

determined (e.g., earn at least what the average person earns) or based on earnings expectations (e.g., earn at least what

participants typically earn in a one hour lab experiment). In our setting, low-productivity workers might always fall short of 

this target in the absence of production risk. They might attain or approach their target, however, when they give leverage

to the output shock by choosing a high piece rate. In case of a sufficiently large output shock, this high piece rate might

enable them to reach the target despite low productivity. High productivity workers, who expect to earn more than their 

earnings target, might instead want to insure themselves against bad output shocks by reducing exposure to shocks (i.e. 

by choosing a lower piece rate). In other words, while low-productivity workers feel that they have little to lose and much

to gain by choosing a high piece rate in a risky environment, high-productivity workers on the contrary perceive that they

have little to gain and much to lose by doing so. 1 

In essence, such an explanation holds that reference points drive behavior. In order to investigate the role of reference

points, we designed a second experiment that builds on the first experiment. Individuals perform the same real-effort task 

as in the first experiment and choose how they want to be rewarded from the same menu of linear piece-rate contracts.

The second experiment features a 2 × 2 between-subjects design: we manipulate risk (no risk and high risk treatments) 

and reference points (low and high reference point treatments). We manipulate reference points by introducing salient 

counterfactual earnings: Either individuals are rewarded according to the piece rate they select, as in the first experiment, 

or they receive a fixed payment, of which the amount differs by treatment. We posit that potentially receiving a high fixed

payment causes subjects to have a higher reference point than when this amount is low. The events of selecting a payoff

relevant piece rate or receiving the fixed payment are equally likely and randomly determined by the computer. Individuals 

learn about the outcome directly before they choose their piece rate. This procedure confronts individuals with an amount 

they could have earned , which is likely to be regarded as a salient reference point. We hypothesize that the treatment effect

of a high risk environment depends on the reference point. If the reference point is low, then individuals perceive their

earnings as gains and select lower piece rates in response to risk. If the reference point is high, then individuals consider

their earnings as a loss relative to the reference point. Therefore, they respond to risk in the environment by choosing higher

piece rates. 

In line with our hypotheses, individuals in the low reference point treatment choose lower piece rates when risk is in-

troduced, while individuals in the high reference point treatment tend to choose higher, albeit not significantly higher, piece 
1 Gill et al. (2019) show how one’s rank in the distribution of performance affects behavior. In comparison to middle-ranking individuals, those who rank 

first or last in the performance distribution will exert more effort during the next performance evaluation. First-ranking individuals may want to assure 

their first place by subsequently exerting greater effort while last-ranking individuals exert greater effort to assure they don’t rank last again. Such an 

explanation corresponds with our hypothesis: high-productivity individuals choose lower piece rates to “remain on top” while low-productivity individuals 

select higher piece rates with the intent to climb up the ladder. Note, however, that we do not provide relative performance feedback. 
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rates in response to risk. 2 Taken together our findings indicate that reference points affect agents’ preferences over piece 

rate contracts in the presence of output risk. If individuals perceive their expected earnings as gains, then the predictions 

of the standard principal-agent model apply. In particular, individuals react to higher risk by selecting lower piece rates. If 

individuals expect to earn less than the reference point, then they become more risk tolerant and select higher piece rates

in the presence of risk. This finding calls for an extension of the principal-agent model to take reference dependence into

account. 3 

Our finding concerning the role of the reflection effect for contract choice also offers another potential explanation for 

why the empirical evidence on the relationship between risk and incentives has remained inconclusive, even almost two 

decades after Prendergast (2002) concluded that “[] empirical research has not shown a convincing relationship between 

pay for performance and observed measures of uncertainty.” ( Prendergast, 2002 , p. 1071–1072). One prominent explanation 

offered in the literature is that risk averse workers sort into relatively safe environments, obscuring the relationship be- 

tween risk and incentives. In that sense, this study complements field studies on the trade-off between risk and incentives 

that find that increased risk is associated with weaker incentives after correcting for endogenous matching. For example, 

Ackerberg and Botticini (2002) find evidence that rent contracts of farmers in medieval Tuscany depend on the type of crop

grown, i.e. the risk of crop failure. In particular, after taking into account that more risk-averse farmers prefer to grow less

risky crops, weaker incentives are observed when the risk of crop failure is high. Likewise, Hilt (2008) also finds evidence for

a negative tradeoff between risk and incentives in the US whaling industry, taking into account that more risk averse sailors 

sort into less risky whaling voyages. 4 The relationship between risk and incentives might also be obscured in naturally oc- 

curring data because other factors that correlate with the riskiness of the environment drive the choice for output-based 

incentives, as discussed by Prendergast (2002) . 5 Our findings are obtained in a more controlled lab environment, which has

the advantage that we can rule out endogenous matching or third factors. In addition we can clearly define and manipulate

output risk as well as the reference points, in order to identify how references points affect the nexus of risk aversion, risk

and incentives. 

The paper is organized as follows. In the next section we describe the design and hypotheses of the first experiment.

In section 3 we present the results section 4 and discuss possible interpretations of the findings, and how they motivate us

to conduct the second experiment. Section 4 describes the setup of the second experiment, section 5 presents the results.

Section 6 concludes. 

2. Design of first experiment 

2.1. Hypotheses 

A common assumption in principal-agent theory is that agents are risk averse and that the relation between agents’ 

effort and their output is stochastic, i.e., the environment is risky in the sense that agents’ performance is prone to random

shocks. Incentivizing agents by paying them according to their performance therefore implies exposing agents to income 

risk. Risk averse agents perceive this as a cost, for which they demand a risk premium as compensation. The stronger the

link between pay and performance and the larger the variance of random shocks, the larger the required risk premium. 

Principal-agent theory therefore predicts the following: 

Hypothesis 1.1. More risk averse individuals choose lower piece rates when the environment is risky. 

Hypothesis 1.2. Higher risk in the environment induces risk averse individuals to choose lower piece rates. 

To provide a more formal derivation of these hypotheses, assume that individuals have the following utility function: 

U = u ( w − c ( e ) ) 

where w denotes monetary compensation and c(e) captures effort cost s. Individuals are risk averse, i.e. u ’ (w ) > 0 , u ′′ (w ) <

0 , and costs of effort are convex, i.e. c ′ (e ) > 0 , c ′′ (e ) > 0 . Monetary compensation w consists of a base salary s and an

amount b per unit of output. Output consists of two components: individuals’ productivity and a random error term ε, which
2 Choosing a compensation scheme with steep incentives clearly implies risk-taking behavior. In that sense, our findings are consistent with other studies 

on the impact of reference points on risk-taking behavior, such as Linde and Sonnemans (2012) and Schwerter (2013) . In contrast to these studies, our 

experiment is designed to study implications for contract theory. 
3 Other studies have investigated the effect of reference points on labor market outcomes, such as effort provision and performance ( Abeler et al., 2011 , 

Bartling et al., 2015 , De Quidt et al., 2017 , Ockenfels et al., 2015 ), labor supply ( Fehr and Goette, 2007 ), and perceived attractiveness of labor contracts 

( De Quidt, 2018 ). These studies do not point at the importance of reference points for sorting into incentive schemes in risky environments. 
4 If the riskiness of the environment was not controlled for in the estimation model, we would observe that risk averse workers are likely to receive 

stronger incentives, because they tend to sort into relatively safe environments. Prasad and Salmon (2013) conduct a lab experiment with stated-effort to 

shed light on endogenous matching. In their setup, principals can contract two tasks to the agent by making different offers (in terms of a fixed payment 

and a bonus payment). The tasks differ in earnings risk to the principal. They find that in comparison to the safe task, bonus payments are higher and 

fixed payments are lower when the task is risky. Moreover, more risk-averse workers are less likely to choose the risky task. 
5 For example, Prendergast (2002) explains that delegation of responsibility to employees is more likely when it is not clear how to best solve a task, 

i.e., when the environment is more risky. At the same time output-based pay is more likely when workers have more discretion in order to motivate them 

to perform the most productive tasks. In practice, we might therefore observe high-powered output-based incentives in high-risk environments. 
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Fig. 1. Overview of the first experiment. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

is normally distributed around zero with variance σ 2 and enters the production function multiplicatively. For simplicity, 

assume that productivity is simply equal to effort e , hence output is e ( 1 + ε ) . To summarize, individuals’ compensation is

given by: 

w = s + be ( 1 + ε ) 

Individuals maximize their expected utility by choosing effort and a combination of base salary s and piece rate b from

a given choice set. To ensure an interior solution, the choice set is such that a higher piece rate comes at the cost of a

lower base salary, and the higher the piece rate the stronger the reduction in base salary: ds 
db 

< 0 and 

ds 
d 2 b 

< 0 . We show in

appendix A that the first-order condition that describes the optimal piece rate choice can be written as: 

dE ( U ) 

db 
= e + 

ds 

db 
− rb e 2 σ 2 = 0 , 

where r = − E[ u ′′ (·) ] 
E[ u ′ (·) ] > 0 is a measure of global risk aversion. In the absence of risk, the optimal piece rate balances the

additional revenue from higher variable payment and the corresponding reduction in base salary. Clearly, when risk is intro- 

duced ( σ 2 > 0 ) and agents are risk averse ( r > 0 ), it is optimal to choose a lower piece rate in order to reduce the exposure

to risk. In appendix A , assuming r is constant, we show formally that the optimal piece rate is decreasing in risk aversion

( r) and the variance of random shocks ( σ 2 ). 6 

This first order condition above also suggests an interaction effect between risk ( σ 2 ) and risk attitude ( r). It is important

to understand what this implies. First, it is important to note that hypothesis 1.2 only holds for risk averse individuals:

we would not expect that risk neutral or risk seeking individuals choose lower piece rates when risk in the environment

increases. We will therefore investigate whether the effect of risk in the environment differs by risk attitude. Second, it 

is easily verified that risk attitudes are not relevant when there is no risk in the environment ( σ 2 = 0 ), which yields the

prediction that Hypothesis 1.1. does not hold in the No-risk treatment. However, testing this experimentally is not straight- 

forward as individuals may feel unsure about how much they will be able to produce, and consequently still perceive some

risk in the No-Risk treatment. More generally, the interaction between risk ( σ 2 ) and risk attitude ( r) does not imply that

we should expect a stronger relation between risk attitude and piece rate choice in more risky environments. The reason 

is that, theoretically, risk averse individuals choose a low piece rate when the environment is highly risky, so changes in

risk aversion also have a small effect in absolute value. This offsets the intuitive effect that differences in risk attitudes are

more relevant when the environment is risky. In the remainder of this section, we will describe the setup of the laboratory

experiment we designed to test those hypotheses. 

2.2. Description of the experiment 

The outcome of interest of the experiment is subjects’ decision on how they want to be rewarded for their output in

a real-effort task. Fig. 1 provides an overview of the stages of the experiment. The task consists of typing sequences of

numbers 1 to 9 in ascending order, where each number entered has to be confirmed by a mouse-click. Each completed se-

quence of numbers 1–9 represents one unit of production. After reading the instructions and completing a sample sequence, 

subjects perform the task for five minutes . This stage is not financially incentivized, as doing so could influence subjects’

choice of the piece rate contract in the subsequent stage, e.g. due to status quo bias. However, we inform subjects that “it

is in their best interest to complete as many sequences as possible, because it will facilitate their decision-making in the

experiment”. As such, subjects are motivated to do their best as they will be better informed during the experiment. We
6 This prediction also follows from the widely used exponential utility model with additive shocks, as described in textbooks such as Cahuc and Zylber- 

berg (2004) and Bolton and Dewatripont (2005 , Ch. 4.2.). The model presented here implies that the same predictions hold if we allow for multiplicative 

shocks, as in our experimental setup. 
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Fig. 2. Menu of piece rate contracts: screenshot. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

provide feedback on their productivity at the end of this stage. This is essential information later in the experiment when

subjects choose their preferred payment scheme. In the remainder of the paper, we refer to this period as the productivity

stage. Subjects’ productivity in this stage serves as an ability indicator. Also, by tracking the development of productivity 

during this stage we can verify that learning or fatigue effects are absent. As such, we minimize the inherent riskiness of

the task so that we can effectively manipulate risk in the environment. Details of the task can be found in Online Appendix

C. 

After the productivity stage, subjects select their preferred compensation scheme. Subjects are informed that they will 

be paid for performing the exact same task again for five minutes. We refer to this stage as the work stage. They can

choose between various contracts that each consist of a fixed amount and a piece rate per unit of output. Contracts with a

higher piece rate offer a lower fixed amount. Fig. 2 displays the menu of contracts that was offered. We mimic risk in the

environment by adding or subtracting a fraction of the output. The percentage added or subtracted is randomly drawn from 

a discrete uniform distribution with zero mean. 7 That is, when s denotes the base salary and b the piece rate, individual’s

payoff w is described by 

w = s + bq, 

where output q = x ( 1 + ε ) is defined as individuals’ production x multiplied by the random shock 1 + ε. We inform subjects

about the distribution of the random variable before they choose their compensation scheme. 

We assign subjects randomly to one of three treatments, which differ with respect to the variance of the distribution 

of output shocks. Subjects choose their preferred payment scheme in one treatment condition only, i.e. we use a between- 

subjects design. 8 In the low risk treatment, at most 40% is added to or subtracted from individuals’ production in the real-

effort t ask. Specifically, the distribution of ε ranges from minus 40% to plus 40% in steps of 10%, i.e. −40%, −30%, …., 30%,

40%, where a negative number indicates that the number will be subtracted. All numbers are equally likely to be chosen.

In the high risk treatment, the range is extended to 20 0%, i.e. −10 0%, −90%, …, 90%, 10 0%. Finally, we implement a no risk
7 Note that shocks are multiplicative, which is different from standard textbook models in which shocks enter the production function additively, i.e. 

q = x + ε. The empirical predictions are the same, as long as the costs of effort c(e) can be measured in monetary terms, i.e. agent’s utility is of the form 

U = u(w-c(e)). In our experimental application, multiplicative shocks ensure that earnings of subjects never fall below zero. 
8 There are two reasons why we use a between-subjects rather than a within-subjects design. First, a within-subjects design reduces the stakes pro- 

portional to the number of decisions. Second, a within-subjects design arguably leads to a strong experimenter demand effect. When the variance of the 

random shock changes with the treatment, subjects are prompted to think about the role of the variance in their decision, and how they are supposed to 

react to this change in the environment. 
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treatment where no shock is implemented (i.e. ε has zero mean and zero variance). The only possible source of uncertainty 

in this treatment is subjects’ uncertainty about their own performance. 

Before subjects are informed about their earnings in the work stage, we elicit their attitudes towards risk and losses by

means of five incentivized binary lottery-choice tasks. The first two tasks are standard measures of risk preferences based on 

Dohmen et al. (2011) and Holt and Laury (2002) , respectively. In the first task, subjects choose between a lottery and a safe

payment in 15 choice situations. The lottery is the same in all situations: subjects earn 400 or 0 points with a 0.5 probability.

The safe payment increases each choice situation with 25 points, starting at 25 points up to 375 points. Naturally, subjects

prefer the lottery for low values of the safe payment, but switch to the safe payment when its value increases. The switch

point is an indicator for risk tolerance. 

The second task, inspired by Holt and Laury (2002) , consists of choosing ten times between two lotteries. The first lottery

pays either 200 or 160, the second lottery pays either 385 or 10. In both lotteries, the probability of receiving the highest

outcome increases from 0.1 to 1 over the ten choice situations. The first lottery is therefore very attractive in the first choice

situation, as it pays 160 rather than 10 with 0.9 probability, but strictly dominated in the final choice situation (200 instead

of 385 for sure). 

In the third task, we elicit loss aversion as in Fehr and Goette (2007) . Subjects are asked six times whether they want

to participate in a lottery or receive zero payment. In each lottery, subjects can earn 350 points with a 0.5 probability or

loose a number of points. The possible loss increases from 50 points in the first decision problem to 300 points in the sixth

decision. The number of lotteries accepted is an indicator of tolerance towards losses. 

The fourth and fifth task jointly measure preferences for certainty as proposed by Callen et al. (2014) . This measure is

based on the idea that individuals weigh probabilities in a non-linear way, where absolute certainty is strongly overvalued 

compared to linear weighting ( Kahneman and Tversky, 1979 ). Both decision tasks have a similar structure as the tasks

above. In task 4, subjects choose ten times between two lotteries. The first lottery yields a gain of 300 points or 0 points.

The probability of gaining 300 points increases from 0.1 to 1. The second lottery yields 300 points or 100 points, always

with fifty/fifty probabilities. Task 5 is identical, except that the second lottery is replaced by a safe payment of 100 points

instead of a fifty/fifty probability of gaining 100 or 300 points. Since the first set of lotteries are equal in task 4 and 5, and

the alternative is a lottery in task 4 and a safe payment in task 5, we can compare the answers to obtain a measure of

individual preference for certainty. 

We incentivized decision making by randomly choosing one task for payment at the end of the experiment. Subsequently, 

the computer randomly selects one choice situation, and determines the outcome of the lottery if the subject has chosen to

play a lottery in that particular choice situation. Finally, in the survey at the end of the experiment, we ask subjects how

willing they are to take risks in general. Dohmen et al. (2011) validate this measure. Throughout the paper, our measure of

risk attitude is the first principal component of five measures: the four lottery-choice tasks capturing risk aversion, plus the 

subjective willingness to take risks. We do not include the measure for loss aversion (task 3) in the principal component

analysis. 

Finally, we elicit measures of subjects’ IQ and personality. The IQ test consists of ten Raven matrices of increasing dif-

ficulty level ( Raven, 1962 ). 9 Subjects have ten minutes to solve the matrices. We control for IQ in our analysis in order to

rule out that risk preferences reflect cognitive ability (see Dohmen et al., 2018 ). After the IQ test, subjects answer several

questions about their personality and attitudes. In addition to the subjective risk attitude measure, we include the fol- 

lowing three sub-traits of the big five personality index: vulnerability, anxiety, achievement-striving (NEO-PI-R, Costa and 

McCrae, 1992 ). Additionally, we selected items from different personality questionnaires that are related to effort costs. 10 In 

our analysis, we use the first principal component that results from a factor analysis of those items, explaining 32% of the

variation. 

2.3. Experimental procedures 

The experiment was conducted at the Behavioral and Experimental Economics Laboratory (BEElab) at Maastricht Univer- 

sity beginning of May 2015. We recruited undergraduate students from various disciplines. We excluded economics students 

in their third or fourth year, as they may be acquainted with principal-agent theory. In total, 194 students participated in

the experiment. We randomized students into low risk and high risk treatments within sessions to minimize the impact of 

session-specific effects. The no risk treatments were conducted in two separate sessions (one on Friday morning, and one 

on Monday afternoon). The reason for doing so is that the instructions in the no risk treatment are significantly shorter,

as there is no need to explain that individuals’ production is affected by random shocks. Randomizing within the session 

would therefore lead to long waiting times for subjects in the no risk treatment, which might affect their decision making.

For example, one may be concerned that bored individuals are more inclined to take risks. We informed subjects that the

experiment was double-blind, i.e. that none of their actions or answers can be linked to their name or student-id. Any form

of communication and use of electronic devices (calculators, phones etc.) was strictly forbidden throughout the experiment. 

Subjects were allowed to make paper-pencil calculations. 
9 Further information about the matrices is available upon request. 
10 Items are taken from the item lists that measure the following personality constructs: 1) ‘liveliness’ by Lee and Ashton (2004) ; 2) ‘activity level’ by 

Costa and McCrae (1992) and 3) ‘conscientiousness’ by John and Srivastava (1999) . The items are available upon request. 
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Table 1 

Descriptive statistics first experiment. 

TREATMENT 

No risk Low High Total 

Age 20.67 21.33 21.34 21.15 

(0.27) (0.29) (0.30) (0.17) 

Women (shares) 0.60 0.59 0.71 0.64 

(0.07) (0.06) (0.05) (0.03) 

Study year 1.91 1.94 1.89 1.91 

(0.11) (0.10) (0.08) (0.06) 

Risk attitude (principal 0.09 −0.10 0.03 0.00 

component) (0.19) (0.24) (0.22) (0.13) 

Productivity 36.95 36.36 36.90 36.72 

(0.70) (0.67) (0.63) (0.38) 

Productivity work stage 41.16 39.55 38.97 39.80 

(0.70) (0.87) (0.99) (0.51) 

Piece rate choice 4.95 4.97 5.24 5.06 

(0.32) (0.25) (0.27) (0.16) 

Raven IQ 5.16 4.81 4.94 4.96 

(0.28) (0.25) (0.27) (0.15) 

Perceived effort costs 0.07 −0.13 0.08 0.00 

(principal component) (0.29) (0.20) (0.19) (0.13) 

Study (shares) 

International Business 0.47 0.30 0.33 0.36 

Economics 0.04 0.12 0.17 0.11 

Law 0.11 0.20 0.11 0.14 

Psychology 0.04 0.04 0.03 0.04 

Culture studies 0.02 0.04 0.01 0.03 

Other 0.33 0.29 0.34 0.32 

Observations 55 69 70 194 

NOTE: Table 1 reports means by treatment condition. The standard error of the mean is shown between parentheses. Productivity refers to the number of 

completed sequences during the productivity stage. Risk attitude is the first principal component of the four lottery choice tasks and stated willingness to 

take risks. Higher values indicate a greater willingness to take risk. Subjects who choose inconsistently in at least one of the lottery tasks are excluded from 

the risk attitude measure such that statistics on risk attitude are shown for 49, 60, and 61 subjects in the no, low, and high risk treatment, respectively. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A typical session lasted about one hour and the average payoff was €18.85. There was no official show-up fee, but all

subjects were awarded 200 points for completion of the IQ-test. The conversion rate from points to euro’s was €0.021 per

point. Subjects were paid out in private at the end of the experiment. 

3. Results of first experiment 

In this section, we first show descriptive statistics. In Section 3.2 , we present the analysis and results of testing our main

hypothesis. Section 3.3 describes heterogeneous treatment effects. Finally, in section 3.4 , we interpret our results and derive 

additional hypotheses, which we will test in a second experiment. 

3.1. Descriptive statistics 

Table 1 shows summary statistics of the main variables by treatment. Subjects in the different treatments are roughly 

comparable in terms of demographics such as age, gender, year and field of study. 11 We find no significant differences

between observable characteristics across treatments, which suggests that our randomization was successful. Moreover, we 

find that individuals in different treatments perform an equal amount of sequences in the productivity phase. Furthermore, 

productivity is higher in the incentivized work stage than in the productivity stage, suggesting that financial incentives 

further improve performance. Individuals’ piece rate choice is therefore also a choice of a real-effort level, and not simply a

choice between financial lotteries. Online Appendix C details the characteristics of the task and shows that the distribution 

is relatively narrow – such that risk concerns play a greater role in decision-making – and that individuals are likely able to

accurately predict their performance in the work stage. 

To minimize measurement error, we measure risk attitudes by using the first principal component of the five risk- 

preference measures described in Section 2.2. 12 Higher values indicate higher willingness to take risks. Excluding subjects 

who make inconsistent choices in at least one of the lottery-choice tasks leads to a loss of 24 observations: 6 in the no
11 Field of study statistics are not reported. A multinomial test for each field of study shows that the distribution of students over treatments does 

not significantly differ from the distribution predicted by random assignment, except for economics. For the economics students we find that there are 

significantly fewer students in the no risk treatment (N = 2) than would be predicted by random assignment ( p = 0.02). 
12 The first principal component has an eigenvalue of 2.82 and explains approximately 55% of the total variance of the five variables. The loadings equal 

approximately 0.5 for each of the lottery tasks and 0.3 for the subjective question. We only use the first component, which is the latent variable that 
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Table 2 

Regression analysis of piece rate choice across treatment conditions in first experiment. 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 

Piece rate Piece rate Piece rate Piece rate Piece rate 

Treatment: 

No risk Baseline Baseline Baseline Baseline Baseline 

1 if low risk 0.15 0.27 0.83 0.25 0.36 

(0.44) (0.40) (0.85) (0.40) (0.40) 

1 if high risk 0.28 0.23 0.77 0.22 0.33 

(0.43) (0.41) (0.80) (0.41) (0.41) 

Risk attitude (PCA, std.) 0.44 ∗∗ 0.47 ∗∗ 0.68 0.56 0.52 ∗∗∗

(0.17) (0.19) (0.49) (0.38) (0.19) 

Productivity (std.) 1.11 ∗∗∗ 1.58 ∗∗∗ 1.07 ∗∗∗ 1.67 ∗∗∗

(0.16) (0.37) (0.17) (0.30) 

Low risk X Risk attitude −0.21 

(0.27) 

High risk X Risk attitude 0.12 

(0.27) 

Low risk X Productivity −0.16 ∗∗

(0.07) 

High risk X Productivity −0.13 ∗

(0.08) 

Constant 4.96 ∗∗∗ 2.94 0.71 2.43 2.99 

(0.32) (2.28) (4.05) (2.31) (2.26) 

Controls No Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Observations 170 169 66 169 169 

R-squared 0.04 0.32 0.46 0.33 0.35 

NOTE: OLS estimates. The dependent variable in all columns is the chosen piece rate contract (0–10). Standard errors are in parentheses. Stars indicate 

significance: ∗∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗ p < 0.1. Risk attitude is the principal component of the four lottery choice tasks and is standardized. Higher values 

indicate a greater willingness to take risk. Productivity is standardized. Controls include effort cost s, Raven IQ, loss aversion, certainty premium, study 

field, study year, nationality, gender, and age. The estimation sample in column (3) is restricted to individuals who are consistently risk averse in all four 

lottery-choice tasks. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

risk treatment, and 9 in the low and high risk treatments. As depicted in Table 1 , we observe no differences in risk attitude

across treatments. 

3.2. Analysis and estimation results 

We first examine whether individuals who are more willing to take risks select higher piece rates (and a correspond- 

ing lower base salary), by regressing individuals’ chosen piece rate (0–10) on their risk attitudes and indicator variables 

for treatment condition. 13 Column (1) of Table 2 reports the estimation results where both risk attitudes and productivity 

are standardized for reasons of comparison. Consistent with hypothesis 1.1, individuals who are more willing to take risks 

choose higher piece rates. The effect is statistically significant at the 5 percent level. 14 In column (2) of Table 2 , we add

control variables to correct for subjects’ productivity, demographics (gender, age, year of study, field of study, nationality), 

effort cost s, Raven IQ score, loss aversion, and required certainty premium. 15 The coefficient estimates of risk attitude are

quantitatively similar to those reported in the first column. A comparison of the coefficient estimates for the standardized 

measures of risk attitude and productivity reveals that the effect of risk attitude on piece rate choice is about half the effect

of productivity. In Online Appendix A, we replicate the analysis for each of the five measures of risk preference separately

to assess the robustness of this result. For all measures, we find a positive association between risk attitude and piece rate

choice (see Table A1). 

The second hypothesis is that higher risk in the environment induces risk averse individuals to choose lower piece rates. 

A first impression of the results is provided by Fig. 3 , which shows kernel density estimates of the distribution of compen-

sation choices by treatment. The clearest difference between treatments is that the distribution of choices in the low risk 

treatment is less dispersed than in the other treatments. Importantly, and contrary to prior expectations, the distributions 
captures most variation, and ignore higher order components. This is justified by Kaiser’s criterion ( Kaiser, 1960 ), which stipulates that only components 

with an eigenvalue exceeding 1 should be retained. 
13 The offered piece rates increase in discrete steps by one unit from 0 to 10. Since the data are cardinal, we prefer OLS. Alternatively, one could estimate 

an ordered probit model, which gives qualitatively similar results. 
14 We do not account for within-session dependence in estimating standard errors of regression parameters. As argued by Cameron et al. (2008 , p. 414), 

“with a small number of clusters the cluster-robust standard errors are downward biased”. In line with this argument, when we use the typical adjustment 

for clustering as proposed by White (1984) we often observe smaller standard errors as compared to the OLS estimates without adjustment. We therefore 

conservatively prefer not to cluster our standard errors, although doing so does not affect any of the main results. 
15 Note that one additional observation is omitted from the sample, as one individual in the estimation sample did not have a unique switching point in 

the lotteries measuring loss aversion. 
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Fig. 3. Distribution of compensation choices by treatment: kernel density estimates. 

NOTE: The figure depicts kernel density estimates of piece rate choices by treatment. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

of the low and high risk treatment are not shifted to the left as compared to the no risk treatment. If anything, the distri-

bution of choices in the high risk treatment has a thicker right tail than the distribution of choices in the no risk treatment,

contrary to what we would expect. 

We examine this association in closer detail by the regression of compensation choice (i.e. subjects’ chosen piece rate) 

on treatment dummies and individuals’ risk attitudes reported in column (1) of Table 2 . Consistent with the first impression

based on Fig. 3 , we find no statistically significant treatment effects. For both the low and high risk treatments, we find

that the estimated coefficients are positive, but small and statistically insignificant ( p = 0.73 and p = 0.53, respectively). 16 

Unreported regressions show that pooling both treatments and defining a treatment dummy that equals 1 if the treatment 

is either the low or the high risk treatment gives a similar insignificant result ( p = 0.54). As shown by estimation results in

column (2) of Table 2 , the results are not affected by including control variables. 

When estimating the regressions reported in Table 2 , we omit 25 observations from the analysis due to inconsistent

behavior in the lottery choice tasks. To estimate the effects of both risk aversion and production risk for the whole sample,

we impute values for inconsistent subjects and redo the analyses shown in Table 2 . As the experiment contains four lottery

tasks, and all subjects behave consistently in at least one lottery task, we use consistent lottery choices and the subjective

risk measure to predict behavior in lottery choice tasks in which subjects behaved inconsistently. 17 Replicating the analyses 

of Table 2 using imputed values, we find that the results are quantitatively very similar. Results are reported in Table A2 in

Online Appendix A. 

3.3. Heterogeneous treatment effects 

Since theory predicts that risk averse workers choose lower piece rates in response to risk while risk neutral or risk-

loving workers do not, we estimate the treatment effect for risk averse workers separately. 18 The choices made in the four

lottery-choice tasks allows us to distinguish between risk averse subjects on the one hand, and risk neutral or risk-loving 

subjects on the other hand. 19 Subjects behave risk averse if they are willing to forego expected earnings to decrease the

variance of potential earnings. Considering all four lottery tasks, only 4% of the subjects are consistently risk neutral or risk

seeking. Moreover, 36% of subjects are consistently risk averse. 20 We confine the analysis to individuals who are consistently 
16 Throughout the paper, reported p-values are based on two-sided tests. 
17 In particular, we regress the lottery outcome (i.e., switching point) on both the subjective measure of risk preference and the other lottery outcomes for 

subjects who are consistent in all lotteries. Then, we use the estimated coefficients to predict the lottery outcome for those who have chosen inconsistently. 

For example, suppose a subject shows inconsistent behavior in the lottery-choice task by Holt and Laury (2002) and consistent behavior in the other tasks. 

The estimated regression coefficients and subjects’ values of the other tasks (including the subjective risk preference measure) are then multiplied to 

predict the response in the inconsistent lottery-choice task. 
18 We acknowledge that the experiment is not designed to test for heterogeneous treatment effects and therefore lacks statistical power to estimate such 

effects. We nevertheless check for heterogeneous effects to examine whether patterns in the data exist that point to other models of decision-making 

under risk. 
19 We cannot distinguish risk neutral from risk seeking subjects because the lottery choice tasks do not allow subjects to indicate a strict preference for 

one of two lotteries in each decision row. As such, switching at the row where the expected values of two lotteries are equal indicates that the subject is 

either risk neutral or (slightly) risk-seeking. 
20 There are several reasons why subjects’ risk preferences may appear inconsistent over the lottery-choice tasks they perform. Firstly, the middle row, 

which represents a different gamble for each lottery-choice task, may be a focal point that affects decision-making. Likewise, the row of the switching 

point in the previous task might become salient, such that risk-taking behavior differs by lottery-choice task. Moreover, in one set of choice tasks subjects 

choose between a lottery and a certain outcome, whereas in the other set of tasks subjects choose between two lotteries. Potentially, these differences in 

framing affect risk-taking behavior. 
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Fig. 4. Marginal effect of risk treatment on piece rate choice by productivity. 

NOTE: The figure depicts the estimated effect of the risk treatment (i.e. the low and high risk treatment pooled) on piece rate choice relative to the no 

risk treatment. Bars show 90% confidence intervals. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

risk averse in all four lottery-choice tasks. Column (3) of Table 2 reports OLS estimates of the effect of risk on piece rate

choice for the aforementioned sample. We do not find negative treatment effects for the risk averse subset of our sample.

The estimated treatment effects remain positive and insignificant. 

We generalize this analysis by estimating interaction effects between risk attitude and treatment. Intuitively, we would 

expect that the effect of risk attitude is close to zero when the environment is very stable, as in the no risk treatment, but

becomes larger when risk in the environment increases. 21 The estimation results are reported in column (4) of Table 2 . We

find no significant interaction effects between the treatments and risk attitude. Note that although the effect of risk attitude 

is no longer statistically significant, the point estimate is unaffected: the effect is just estimated less precisely. We therefore 

find no indication that risk attitudes are more important when the environment is more risky, or, stated otherwise, that the

treatment effects are concentrated among risk averse subjects. 

We also explore heterogeneous treatment effects by productivity. Theoretically, there are two opposing effects of produc- 

tivity on the impact of risk on compensation choice. On the one hand, risk aversion may be lower at higher wealth levels, so

that individuals who expect to earn more are less sensitive to the risk treatments. On the other hand, since we implemented

risk multiplicatively, a larger absolute number is added or subtracted when individuals are more productive. Consequently, 

more productive individuals may perceive the treatment as more risky. 

In the fifth column of Table 2 , we report estimation results of a regression that includes interaction effects between

productivity and treatment. Productivity is standardized for ease of interpretation. Interestingly, we find significant negative 

interaction effects between productivity and the treatments. Note that these effects are not driven by differences in risk at- 

titudes across productivity levels, because we do not find an interaction between risk attitudes and treatment, as discussed 

above. Adding those interactions therefore does not change the results. 22 The heterogeneous productivity effects are illus- 

trated by Fig. 4 , which shows the estimated difference in the selected piece rate between the control and risk treatments

conditional on individuals’ productivity. 23 The risk treatment pools the low and high risk treatments. Subjects of average 

productivity do not show a statistically significant response to treatment. However, contrary to theoretical predictions, low- 

productivity individuals choose significantly higher piece rates when risk is introduced. Specifically, in the risk treatment, 

the effect is statistically significant at the 10% level for the 33% least productive individuals. The most productive individuals 

choose lower piece rates, but the estimates are not significantly different from zero. As the interaction coefficients in column 

(5) of Table 2 are approximately equal for both the low and the high risk treatment, the patterns are qualitatively similar

for both treatments. 

3.4. Interpretation of results and refined hypotheses 

The finding of the first experiment that highly productive individuals tend to select lower piece rates when risk is in-

troduced, while less productive individuals tend to select higher piece rates can be explained by reference-dependent pref- 
21 It should be noted that it is theoretically not clear whether the positive association between willingness to take risks and the piece rate is stronger 

in more risky environments. The reason is that, theoretically, risk averse individuals already choose a low piece rate in risky environments, so the effect 

of stronger risk aversion is also small in absolute value. This offsets the intuitive effect that differences in risk attitudes are more relevant when the 

environment is risky. 
22 In addition to OLS regressions, we have also estimated quantile regressions at the 25th, 50th, and 75th percentile of the piece rate distribution. The 

results are broadly consistent with the OLS results: as productivity increases, introducing risk has increasingly negative effects on piece rate choice. 
23 The predicted treatment effects by productivity are based on coefficients of a regression model as in the fifth column of Table 2 where the risk 

treatments are pooled. Confidence intervals are estimated by the delta method. 
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erences. In models with reference-dependent utility, outcomes are perceived as gains or losses depending on how they 

compare to a reference level, also known as the reference point. Such models can explain our findings if individuals with

low productivity are more likely to expect earnings that fall below their reference point than individuals with high produc- 

tivity. 24 

Based on prospect theory ( Kahneman and Tversky, 1979 ), we extend the simple model of section 2 by assuming that

income is evaluated relative to a reference point R , that the utility function is symmetric in the gain and the loss domain,

and that the utility function exhibits diminishing sensitivity to gains and losses. Expected utility can be written as: 

E ( U ) = 

∫ ε̄ 

ε ∗
u ( w − c ( e ) − R ) ϕ ( ε ) dε −

∫ ε ∗

ε 
u ( R − ( w − c ( e ) ) ) ϕ ( ε ) dε (1) 

where ϕ(ε) is the probability distribution of the error terms, ε̄ and ε are the highest and lowest possible realizations, and ε ∗

is defined as the shock that equates income net of effort costs with the reference point, i.e. s + be ( 1 + ε ∗) − c(e ) − R = 0 . We

assume that the distribution of shocks is symmetric around zero, implying that ε̄ = −ε . The first part of Eq. (1) represents

the gain domain ( w − c(e ) > R ), while the second part represents the loss domain ( w − c(e ) < R ). Note that we assume

diminishing sensitivity to gains and losses, but we do not assume loss aversion (which would imply multiplying the second 

term by λ > 1 ). 25 

It is instructive to first analyze behavior in the absence of risk, in which case the optimal choice of effort is described

by: 

dE ( U ) 

de 
= u 

′ ( ·) 
[
b − c ′ ( e ∗) 

]
= 0 , (2) 

Individuals maximize their income: they equate the revenues of additional effort with the marginal costs of effort. The 

reference point affects u ′ (·) , but does not affect the optimal effort choice. Likewise, the optimal piece rate is described by:

dE ( U ) 

db 
= u 

′ ( ·) 
[

ds 

db 
+ e ∗

]
= 0 , (3) 

which is independent of the reference point. 26 Reference points therefore do not affect the choice of piece rates in the

absence of risk. The effect of introducing risk in the environment depends on how expected earnings net of effort costs

compare to the reference point. 

Hypothesis 2.1. When individuals have a low reference point, such that their expected earnings net of effort costs exceed the

reference point for any given piece rate, they respond to the introduction of risk by choosing lower piece rates. 

We provide a formal derivation in appendix A . The intuition is that individuals who expect to earn more than the refer-

ence point perceive their earnings as gains. Being risk averse in the gain domain, they reduce their risk exposure by exerting

less effort and selecting a lower piece rate than the one that maximizes their earnings. By similar logic, the model predicts

the following: 

Hypothesis 2.2. When individuals have a high reference point, such that their expected earnings net of effort costs fall below the

reference point for any given piece rate, they respond to the introduction of risk by choosing higher piece rates. 

Since individuals have diminishing sensitivity to losses, negative shocks have less impact on utility than positive shocks 

of equal magnitude, which provides an incentive to take risks by exerting more effort and choosing a higher piece rate.

Finally, since behavior in the absence of risk is independent of the reference point, we predict the following: 
24 An alternative explanation is that low-productivity individuals are more likely to suffer from self-control issues that worsen when the environment 

becomes riskier, since there is less control over output. They therefore commit to exert effort by choosing a higher piece rate. Since we asked subjects 

to motivate their choice, we can shed light on this by investigating treatment differences in subjects’ agreement with the statement that “a higher piece 

rate forces them to work harder”. Concentrating on the bottom half of the productivity distribution, we find no statistically significant difference in the 

percentage of subjects that agree between the no risk treatment and the pooled risk treatments (82% vs 90%, p = 0.27). We subsequently asked subjects 

to rank all statements they agree with in order of their importance for their piece rate choice. We find that in this sample of relatively low-productivity 

individuals, the motivation effect is considered less important in the pooled risk treatments than in the no-risk treatment. This suggests that low-productive 

subjects’ higher piece rate choice is not driven by commitment problems. 
25 Loss aversion reinforces the tendency to behave risk averse in the gain domain, because it increases the incentive to avoid losses. At the same time, loss 

aversion reduces the incentive for risk seeking behavior when expected outcomes fall short of the reference point, as losses receive a higher weight than 

gains. The total effect is therefore ambiguous, depending on the magnitude of the loss aversion parameter and the probability that shocks push outcomes 

from the loss to the gain domain and vice versa. 
26 This result follows from the simplifying assumption that effort costs are evaluated the same way as money. Models that assume that agents are loss 

averse and that money and effort costs are separable, i.e. U = u ( w − R ) − c(e ) , predict that agents exert more effort in the loss domain than in the gain 

domain in the absence of risk, keeping | w − R | constant. The reason is that the marginal returns to money are higher in the loss domain due to loss 

aversion (see e.g. De Quidt et al., 2017 , for an empirical test of this mechanism and De Quidt, 2018 , and Corgnet and Hernán González, 2019 , for theoretical 

models in a setting with binary shocks). This higher effort is reflected in higher piece rate choice. However, when there is risk in the environment and the 

utility function exhibits diminishing returns to gains and losses, such models still predict risk seeking behavior in the loss domain and risk averse behavior 

in the gain domain, provided changes in effort are not too large (since risk averse workers increase effort when the environment becomes more risky, see 

Sloof and Van Praag, 2010 ). 
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Fig. 5. Overview of the second experiment. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Hypothesis 2.3. If there is no risk in the environment, reference points do not affect the choice of piece rates. 

Hypothesis 2.4. If production risk is present, it follows from Hypotheses 2.1–2.3 that individuals choose higher piece rates when 

they have a high reference point than when they have a low reference point. 

The key assumption in this model is that individuals exhibit diminishing sensitivity to gains and losses. It is also possible

to explain our findings with alternative models of reference-dependent preferences that do not rely on this assumption. For 

example, it would also be possible to assume that individuals experience a jump in utility when their payoff exceeds a cer-

tain reference point (as in Diecidue and Van de Ven, 2008 ). This jump in utility represents the joy of meeting a particular in-

come threshold. Such a discontinuity in the utility function motivates relatively low-productivity subjects to choose a higher 

piece rate when risk is introduced, because positive shocks allow them to reach the target level with higher probability.

Relatively productive subjects have the opposite incentive: they do not consider the introduction of risk as an opportunity, 

but as a threat. 

As a result, our aim is not to identify what particular model of reference-dependent utility best explains behavior in our

experiment, but rather to assess whether reference-dependent preferences can explain our experimental findings and, more 

generally, whether they are important as a determinant of compensation choice. Similarly, we do not aim to disentangle 

where references points come from and how they are formed. 27 Rather, we exogenously manipulate both risk and reference 

points in a second experiment in order to test the hypotheses derived above. 

4. Design of the second experiment 

The basic set-up and parametrization of the second experiment is comparable to the first experiment. Subjects become 

acquainted with the task, choose a compensation scheme for the upcoming work stage, answer questions about their mo- 

tivation, and then work for five minutes. Compared to the first experiment, we change the setup in two important ways.

The main difference is that we manipulate reference points: subjects are randomized into a high or low reference point 

treatment. The second difference is that we conduct two instead of three risk treatments. Specifically, we drop the low risk

treatment, so that there is either no risk or high risk (i.e. production shocks that range between −100% to + 100%). We

therefore have four treatments in total: 

1. Low reference point, no risk; 

2. High reference point, no risk; 

3. Low reference point, high risk; 

4. High reference point, high risk. 

A further minor difference is that we collect fewer measures of risk preferences, since risk aversion is no longer the

main variable of interest. Specifically, we collect the subjective risk question and the binary lottery-choice task developed 

by Dohmen and Falk (2011) . Fig. 5 provides a detailed overview of the experimental setup. In what follows, we discuss the

reference point manipulation and the manipulation checks. 
27 There are different potential determinants of reference points. For example, individuals may have certain expectations of what they will earn in the 

experiment. Reference points may therefore reflect income expectations. Alternatively, individuals may base their reference point on what others earn 

( Schwerter, 2013 ). Although subjects in our experiment do not receive explicit information about the earnings of other subjects, they may have an accurate 

idea of their relative productivity, and can compare their earnings to those of others. 
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4.1. Reference point manipulation 

We manipulate reference points by introducing salient counterfactual earnings. At the start of the experiment, all subjects 

are informed that their reward for the work stage is either a constant amount of points, or the points they earn according

to their performance and the piece rate scheme they select. The computer randomly determines for each subject which of 

the two payment systems applies, both with the same probability. Subjects are informed about the payment system that 

the computer has chosen right before they enter the piece rate selection stage. Thus, either subjects receive an amount 

regardless of their production in the work stage and their choice of piece rate is not payoff relevant (i.e. hypothetical), or

they choose a piece rate according to which they are paid. Hence, subjects whose choice of piece rate is payoff relevant

are aware of what they could have earned . 28 The latter amount is likely to serve as a reference point against which other

potential earnings are compared. 29 In the analysis, we focus on these subjects and exclude subjects who made a hypothetical 

choice. 

To manipulate the reference point, the constant payment can be either low or high. In the low reference point treatment,

the constant payment equals 100 points. All subjects on a piece rate contract can expect to earn more than 100 points, so

that they will perceive their earnings as a gain. Their earnings fall below 100 points only when they select a high piece

rate (and corresponding low fixed payment) and their production suffers from a severe negative shock. 30 Note that they can

always select a piece rate of zero and receive the fixed payment of 370 points. In the high reference point treatment, the

constant payment is 600 points. This amount is calibrated to be well above expected earnings for any level of productivity

observed in experiment 1. Subjects will therefore perceive expected earnings as a loss relative to the constant payment they 

could have earned. Productive individuals who receive a sufficiently positive shock to production and select a high piece rate 

can earn more than the constant payment of 600 points. 31 The high reference point is therefore not so high that it might

be considered irrelevant: it is above expected earnings, but not totally out of reach. 

We conducted three manipulation checks based on mood changes, earnings aim, and earnings satisfaction. First, if our 

manipulation is successful, we expect that subjects who select a payoff relevant piece rate and do not receive 600 points 

experience smaller mood increases than those who do not receive 100 points. Second, we expect that subjects in the low

reference point treatment aim for lower earnings than subjects in the high reference point treatment. Third, when we ask 

subjects to indicate their satisfaction with different earnings from the work stage, we expect that the increase in satisfaction 

from 0 to 200 points is greater for subjects in the low reference point treatment, while the increase from 500 to 700 points

is larger in the high reference point treatment. Taken together, the three checks indicate that we successfully manipulated 

reference points. We refer to Online Appendix D for a detailed description of the manipulation checks and the results. 

4.2. Experimental procedures 

The second experiment was conducted at the end of November 2018. Just like the first experiment, the second exper- 

iment was conducted at the BEElab at Maastricht University. The experimental procedures were the same as those of the 

first experiment. A total of 263 students participated. 32 

To minimize the impact of session-specific effects, we randomized the high and low reference point treatments within 

sessions. Since the high risk treatment requires an additional explanation of how random output shocks affect compensation, 

we randomized the high and no risk treatments across sessions. Randomizing the risk treatments within sessions would 
28 Our approach is similar to Schwerter (2013) . Other approaches are the manipulation of expected earnings, as in Abeler et al. (2011) , or contract framing, 

as in De Quidt (2018) . The manipulation in Abeler et al. (2011) differs from ours in that they resolve uncertainty about which payment scheme applies at 

the end of the experiment. Although this approach has the advantage that all subjects make a payoff relevant choice, it transforms the piece rate choice 

into a choice over compound lotteries. As such, we cannot attribute treatment effects to changes in subjects’ reference point. Manipulating the contract 

framing is straightforward when subjects earn a bonus if their performance exceeds a threshold, as in De Quidt (2018) , but doing so is not straightforward 

in our setting with linear piece rates. We assume that subjects’ endogenous formation of reference points (see Köszegi and Rabin, 2006 ) is (partly) adaptive, 

which is also confirmed by our manipulation checks (see section 5.1 ). 
29 We make this amount salient in two ways. First, we inform subject already in the beginning of the experiment that they will either receive a constant 

amount or will be rewarded according to the payment scheme they select themselves. Second, the probability on each outcome is 0.5, which ensures 

that subjects can reasonably expect to receive the constant amount, and perceive it as the amount they could have earned. Note that we need to balance 

saliency with a large enough sample size of incentivized choices. 
30 In the first experiment, the lowest earnings in the work stage was 318 points. Although theoretically possible, it is highly unlikely that individuals earn 

less than 100. 
31 In the first experiment, the highest earnings in the work stage was 527 points. Although earning more than 600 points is possible based on observed 

productivity in period 1, it is a challenging target that can only be reached by choosing a high piece rate and the realization of a positive random shock. 
32 To predict the sample size required for sufficient statistical power, we performed a power analysis based on the following assumptions. Firstly, assuming 

that relatively productive individuals have a low reference point and low-productivity individuals a high reference point, the data from experiment 1 show 

that chosen piece rates change by approximately 1 unit when risk is introduced: a decrease when the reference point is low and an increase when it is 

high. The standard deviation is approximately 2 leading to anticipated effect sizes of 0.5 and −0.5 standard deviations. We require the power ( β) of the 

test to be 0.8 and set the significance level ( α) to 0.05. Moreover, we assume an intracluster correlation coefficient of 0 – i.e. no variation in piece rates 

is explained by variation between sessions. This leads to a minimum of 126 subjects to perform the two tests ( Cohen, 1988 ). To manipulate the reference 

point, we need to double this amount such that at least 252 subjects participate. As some subjects typically do not show up to the experiment, we invited 

somewhat more than 252 subjects, leading to the ultimate sample of 263 subjects. 
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Table 3 

Descriptive statistics second experiment. 

TREATMENT 

Low reference 

point, no risk 

High reference 

point, no risk 

Low reference 

point, high risk 

High reference 

point, high risk 

Estimation 

sample 

Total 

Age 20.65 20.89 20.76 20.27 20.63 20.78 

(0.31) (0.43) (0.34) (0.34) (0.04) (0.13) 

Women (shares) 0.70 0.44 0.54 0.61 0.58 0.61 

(0.08) (0.10) (0.08) (0.09) (0.04) (0.03) 

Study year 1.92 2.33 1.78 1.94 1.97 2.05 

(0.21) (0.23) (0.14) (0.21) (0.10) (0.07) 

Risk attitude (principal −0.22 −0.16 0.33 0.27 0.06 0.00 

component) (0.14) (0.23) (0.12) (0.19) (0.09) (0.07) 

Productivity 33.79 32.15 31.25 34.70 32.98 34.32 

(1.20) (1.30) (1.20) (1.20) (0.62) (0.40) 

Output work stage 38.00 40.33 37.46 39.97 38.81 38.39 

(1.08) (1.21) (1.44) (0.80) (0.59) (0.48) 

Piece rate choice 4.49 5.15 3.73 5.97 4.78 4.89 

(0.46) (0.41) (0.34) (0.48) (0.22) (0.15) 

Study (shares) 

International Business 0.54 0.59 0.49 0.61 0.55 0.54 

Economics 0.19 0.22 0.22 0.15 0.19 0.24 

Law 0.08 0.07 0.08 0.12 0.09 0.06 

Psychology 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 

Culture studies 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 

Other 0.20 0.11 0.22 0.12 0.16 0.13 

Observations 37 27 37 33 134 263 

NOTE: Table 3 reports means by treatment condition. Standard error of the mean is shown between parentheses. The estimation sample consists of subjects 

who make an incentivized choice. Risk attitude is the principal component of the lottery choice task ( Dohmen et al., 2011 ) and stated willingness to take 

risks. Higher values indicate a greater willingness to take risks. Productivity refers to the number of completed sequences during the productivity elicitation 

stage. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

otherwise have resulted in excessively long waiting times for subjects in the no risk treatment. The duration of a session

was on average fifty minutes with an average payout of €15.82 per subject. 

5. Results of second experiment 

5.1. Descriptive statistics 

Table 3 shows descriptive statistics for all experimental subjects and for the estimation sample – i.e. the sample of sub- 

jects whose piece rate choice is payoff relevant –, the latter split out by treatment. As expected, subjects in the second

experiment are very similar to subjects in the initial experiment in terms of age, gender, and study progress. 33 The estima-

tion sample consists of subjects who are randomly selected to be rewarded according to the piece rate they have chosen

and their output in the work stage. Differences in observable characteristics between the estimation sample and other ex- 

perimental subjects are therefore small and, with the exception of productivity and field of study, not statistically significant. 

Ignoring differences in risk attitude and choice of piece rate, which might be caused by experimental treatment, we find 

three statistically significant differences at the 10% level in observable characteristics between treatments. 34 As we conduct 

in total 24 unpaired two-sided t-tests (4 variables and 6 pairwise comparisons per variable), we would expect 2 to 3 dif-

ferences to be significantly different by chance at a 10 percent significance level (i.e. 24 × 0.10 = 2.4). 35 This expectation

is a lower bound, as it ignores dependence between variables (e.g. study year and age). We find 3 significant differences

suggesting that our randomization is successful. We control for the abovementioned characteristics in our analysis. 

5.2. Analysis and estimation results 

As a starting point, we first estimate an OLS-regression of piece rate choice on risk treatment, controlling for productivity 

(standardized), risk attitude (standardized), gender, nationality (Dutch, German, Belgian, other), field of study (Business, 

Economics, other), and study year. In all analyses, we only include individuals who made a payoff-relevant choice. Results 
33 In the second experiment significantly more economics and business students participate and significantly less law students and students from other 

disciplines. 
34 Specifically, we find that the fraction of women is significantly different at the 10% level in treatment (1) in comparison to treatment (2), subjects’ year 

of study is significantly different between treatments (2) and (3), and subjects are more productive in treatment (4) than in treatment (3). 
35 Study choice is not considered as it deals with multinomial outcomes. We find that study choice does not significantly predict treatment which thereby 

provides further evidence that the subjects from different treatments are comparable. 
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Table 4 

Regression analysis of piece rate choice across treatment conditions in second 

experiment. 

(1) 

Piece rate 

Treatment: 

No risk Baseline 

1 if high risk −0.32 

(0.41) 

Risk attitude (principal component) 0.53 ∗∗

(0.24) 

Productivity (std.) 0.80 ∗∗∗

(0.18) 

Constant 7.19 ∗∗∗

(0.75) 

Controls Yes 

Observations 134 

R-squared 0.29 

NOTE: OLS estimates. The dependent variable in all columns is the chosen piece 

rate contract (0–10). Standard errors are in parentheses. Stars indicate signifi- 

cance: ∗∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗ p < 0.1. Productivity is standardized. Risk 

attitude is the standardized principal component of the subjective risk atti- 

tude measure and the lottery task ( Dohmen et al., 2011 ). Higher values indicate 

a higher willingness to take risk. Controls include gender, nationality, field of 

study, and study year. 

Table 5 

Regression analysis of piece rate choice across treatment conditions in the second experiment. 

(1) (2) 

Piece rate Piece rate 

Treatments : 

Low reference point, high risk ( βlh ) Baseline Baseline 

Low reference point, no risk ( βln ) 0.76 1.15 ∗∗

(0.57) (0.52) 

High reference point, no risk ( βhn ) 1.42 ∗∗ 1.72 ∗∗∗

(0.63) (0.57) 

High reference point, high risk ( βhh ) 2.24 ∗∗∗ 2.19 ∗∗∗

(0.59) (0.52) 

Risk attitude (principal component) 0.56 ∗∗

(0.23) 

Productivity (std.) 0.69 ∗∗∗

(0.17) 

Constant 3.73 ∗∗∗ 4.75 ∗∗∗

(0.41) (0.62) 

Controls No Yes 

Observations 134 134 

R-squared 0.11 0.38 

NOTE: OLS estimates. The dependent variable in all columns is the chosen piece rate contract (0–

10). Standard errors in parentheses: ∗∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗ p < 0.1. Productivity is standardized, 

risk attitude is the standardized first principal component of the subjective risk attitude measure 

and the lottery task. Higher values indicate a higher willingness to take risk. Controls include gen- 

der, nationality, field of study, and study year. 

 

 

 

 

are reported in Table 4 and are in line with our first experiment: individuals in the high risk treatment do not choose

significantly lower piece rates. Since we experimentally manipulated the reference point, we can now investigate whether 

the absence of an average effect masks heterogeneity by reference point. 

Next, we estimate OLS regressions to analyze the effect of the treatments on piece rate choice. Table 5 reports estimates

of the average effect of the four treatments: low reference point, high risk ( βlh ); low reference point, no risk ( βln ); high

reference point, no risk ( βhn ) and; high reference point, high risk ( βhh ). Column (1) and (2) report treatment effects with and

without control variables. In column (2), we correct for individuals’ productivity (standardized), risk attitude (standardized), 

gender, nationality (Dutch, German, Belgian, other), field of study (Business, Economics, other), and study year. 36 Naturally, 

the estimation sample is restricted to individuals who make incentivized choices ( N = 134). 37 
36 Additionally, controlling for either time of the day or day of the week does not affect the results. 
37 Including individuals who receive the fixed amount and therefore make hypothetical choices also does not affect the qualitative results. 
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Hypotheses 2.1 – 2.4 imply that the ordering of estimated treatment coefficients is as follows: 

βlh < βln = βhn < βhh . 

A first glance at Table 5 , in which the low reference point, high risk ( βlh ) treatment is the baseline in our regression,

corroborates these hypotheses, as the coefficient estimates follow the ordering above. Low reference points and high risk 

cause individuals to select relatively low piece rates whereas high reference points and high risk induce individuals to select 

relatively high piece rates. Next, we confirm or reject each hypothesis in turn by testing the equality of coefficients. 

Hypothesis 2.1 predicts that risk in the environment induces individuals with a low reference point to choose lower piece 

rates. The point estimate of βln is greater than βlh in both columns. After adding explanatory variables in column (2) the 

difference between βln and βlh is −1.15 and statistically significant at the 5 percent level, i.e. individuals in the high risk 

treatment choose roughly one-point lower piece rates. This finding supports our hypothesis that individuals who perceive 

their potential earnings as a gain make risk averse choices by selecting lower piece rates. 

Hypothesis 2.2 states that greater risk causes individuals with a high reference point to select higher piece rates. Con- 

sistent with the hypothesis, we find that βhh is greater than βhn by about 0.6 piece rate points. However, the effect is not

statistically significant in the regression models without ( p = 0.20) or with controls ( p = 0.41). 

Hypothesis 2.3 indicates that in a predictable environment, differences in piece rate choice between high and low refer- 

ence point treatments are small. We find that βhn is somewhat greater than βln . In column (1) and (2) the results are not

significantly different ( p = 0.29 and p = 0.32, respectively). This finding corresponds with De Quidt et al. (2017) , who do

not find an effect of contract framing on effort in a predictable environment. 

Hypothesis 2.4 predicts that in a risky environment individuals choose higher piece rates when they have a high refer- 

ence point. Our estimates are in line with this prediction: Individuals in the high reference point treatment choose piece 

rates that are 2.2 points higher than piece rates chosen by individuals in the low reference point treatment. This is the

logical implication of hypotheses 2.1 and 2.2: The reaction to risk depends on the reference point. Our findings therefore 

suggest that reference points crucially influence piece rate choice when the environment is risky. While we do not have 

statistically significant evidence that a high reference point actually induces risk seeking choices, the response to risk is 

sufficiently different in the high and low risk treatment to conclude that reference points matter for piece rate choice. In

Table A3 in Online Appendix A we replicate the results of Table 5 by redefining dummy variables and using a Diff-in-Diff

formulation, i.e. we interact reference point condition and risk treatment. This specification immediately shows that the 

interaction between risk and reference point is statistically significant. 

6. Concluding remarks 

Our experiments show that reference points can influence the choice of incentives in ways that are not captured by a

standard principal-agent model with risk averse agents. Our findings therefore call for incorporating reference-dependent 

preferences into the principal-agent model in order to better understand the tradeoff between risk and incentives. This 

tradeoff is relevant in many settings and contractual environments, such as principal-agent relations in insurance, franchise, 

or labor markets. 

Our findings may extend beyond our specific setting, where individuals self-select into linear piece-rate schemes, to sort- 

ing into incentive schemes more generally. While previous literature has shown that individuals sort into incentive schemes 

based on their productivity and risk attitude ( Cadsby et al., 2007 ; Dohmen and Falk, 2011 ; Bernard et al., 2019 ), this lit-

erature largely overlooks the relevance of reference points, which could be important for a number of reasons. First, the 

available choice alternatives might create or shape reference points. Second, the probability of earning a given reference 

amount may differ across choice alternatives, hence affecting sorting into incentive schemes and behavior they induce. Fi- 

nancial incentives may therefore not be effective in attracting high-productivity workers. For example, contracts that reward 

relative performance (i.e. a promotion tournament) may also attract relatively low-productivity workers in high risk envi- 

ronments, since they may feel that they have little to lose and everything to gain by accepting such a risky contract. Third,

most empirical support for self-selection on the basis of productivity relies on well-defined routine tasks such as installing 

windshields in cars ( Lazear, 20 0 0 ) or simple laboratory tasks ( Dohmen and Falk, 2011 ). Our findings suggest that productiv-

ity sorting will be diluted in uncertain environments, not only because individuals differ in risk attitudes, but also because 

they may differ in the reference point against which they evaluate their income. 

Our findings also imply that workers are willing to accept substantial income risks. This insight is particularly important 

when the formation of reference points is based on social comparisons, so that low-paid workers are relatively likely to 

earn less than their reference point. This implies that workers at the bottom of the income distribution are willing to take

substantial risks to improve their situation. Employers may therefore shift risks to workers without having to compensate 

them for this. Since those workers may be in a relatively bad position to bear those risks, this may be undesirable from a

social point of view. 

Our findings also have implications for contract design in settings where agents can influence the variance of possible 

outcomes. In such a setting, high output targets potentially make reference points salient, prompting incumbent agents to 

take excessive risks that are not in the interest of the principal. Examples include bonus contracts for traders in derivative

markets. Contracts in these markets often rewarded upside risk but entailed little downside risk. Our findings suggest that 
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redesigning contracts to entail more downside risk might not deter agents from excessive risk taking when by doing so 

agents bring their expected earnings closer to their reference level. 

These diverse implications underline the importance of further research on what determines reference points in the 

context of compensation choice. For example, individuals may base their reference point on social comparisons, status quo, 

or a personal income target independent of social comparison. Another important direction for further research is to assess 

the robustness and generality of our findings. Experimental variations include the way risk is introduced in the environment 

and the incentive schemes individuals can choose from. 
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Appendix A 

Proof of hypotheses 1.1 and 1.2 

As described in the main text, the utility function is given by: 

U = u ( w − c ( e ) ) 

where 

w = s + be ( 1 + ε ) 

Optimal piece rate choice follows from the first-order condition: 

dE ( U ) 

db 
= 

∫ ε̄ 

ε 
u 

′ ( s + be ( 1 + ε ) − c ( e ) ) 

(
e ( 1 + ε ) + 

ds 

db 

)
ϕ ( ε ) dε = 0 , 

Using that the expected product of two random variables X and Y can be written as E[ XY ] = E[ X] E[ Y ] + cov [ X;Y ] , we can

rewrite this expression as: 

dE ( U ) 

db 
= E 

[
u 

′ ( ·) 
]
E 

[
e ( 1 + ε ) + 

ds 

db 

]
+ cov 

[
u 

′ ( ·) ; e ( 1 + ε ) + 

ds 

db 

]
= 0 

Varian (1992, p. 380) argues that when random variables X and Y are bivariate normally distributed, cov [ u ’ (X ) , Y ] =
E[ u ’ ’ (X )] cov [ X, Y ] . Exploiting this property we get: 

dE ( U ) 

db 
= E 

[
u 

′ ( ·) 
]
E 

[
e ( 1 + ε ) + 

ds 

db 

]
+ E 

[
u 

′′ ( ·) 
]
cov [ be ε ; eε ] = 0 , 

which can be rewritten as 

dE ( U ) 

db 
= e + 

ds 

db 
− rb e 2 σ 2 = 0 , 

where r = − E[ u ′′ (·)] 
E[ u ′ (·)] 

is a measure of global risk aversion. In what follows, assume that r is constant. Likewise, we derive the

first-order condition for optimal effort: 

dE ( U ) 

de 
= b − c ′ ( e ) − r b 2 e σ 2 = 0 

To show that db 
d σ 2 < 0 and 

db 
dr 

< 0 , we totally differentiate both first-order conditions and solve for db. We obtain after

rewriting: 

db 

d σ 2 
= r be 

−c ′′ ( e ) e − b 
(
1 − rbe σ 2 

)
(
−c ′′ ( e ) − r b 2 σ 2 

)(
ds 

d 2 b 
− re σ 2 

)
−

(
1 − 2 rbe σ 2 

)2 
< 0 

db 

dr 
= σ 2 be 

−c ′′ ( e ) e − b 
(
1 − rbe σ 2 

)
(
−c ′′ ( e ) − r b 2 σ 2 

)(
ds 

d 2 b 
− re σ 2 

)
−

(
1 − 2 rbe σ 2 

)2 
< 0 

From the first-order conditions, we obtain that rbe σ 2 < 1 , implying that the numerator is negative. The denominator is

the discriminant of the system of equations, and should be positive for an optimum. Hence, db 
2 < 0 and 

db 
dr 

< 0 . Note that a

d σ
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change in σ 2 has an ambiguous effect on the magnitude of db 
dr 

, so that it is not clear that risk attitudes have a larger effect

on b in a risky environment. 

Proof of hypotheses 2.1–2.2 

To analyze how behavior depends on the reference point when risk is introduced, we assume that individuals either 

have a high or low reference point. The reference point is defined as high when the reference point exceeds the expected

earnings net of effort costs for any given piece rate. 

Hypothesis 2.1. When individuals have a low reference point, such that their expected earnings net of effort costs exceed the

reference point for any given piece rate, they respond to the introduction of risk by choosing lower piece rates. 

Proof: First, we analyze how effort of workers changes when risk is introduced. The first-order condition for optimal 

effort is given by: 

dE ( U ) 

de 
= 

∫ ε̄ 

ε ∗
u 

′ ( w − c ( e ) − R ) 
(
b ( 1 + ε ) − c ′ ( e ) 

)
ϕ ( ε ) dε+ 

∫ ε ∗

ε 
u 

′ ( R − ( w − c ( e ) ) ) 
(
b ( 1 + ε ) − c ′ ( e ) 

)
ϕ ( ε ) dε = 0 

As can easily be seen from the first order condition, optimal effort in the absence of risk is described by b − c ′ (e ) = 0 .

Substituting b − c ′ (e ) = 0 into the first order condition to compare with the risk-free situation, we can write the first-order

condition as follows: ∫ 0 

ε ∗
u 

′ ( s + be ( 1 + ε ) − c ( e ) − R ) bε ϕ ( ε ) dε + 

∫ −ε ∗

0 

u 

′ ( s + be ( 1 + ε ) − c ( e ) − R ) bε ϕ ( ε ) dε 

+ 

∫ ε ∗

ε 
u 

′ ( R − ( s + be ( 1 + ε ) − c ( e ) ) ) bε ϕ ( ε ) dε + 

∫ ε̄ 

−ε ∗
u 

′ ( s + be ( 1 + ε ) − c ( e ) − R ) bε ϕ ( ε ) dε 

The first two parts capture relatively small negative and positive shocks, respectively, so that income is always in the gain

domain. The sum of those two parts is negative. Each positive shock is matched with a negative shock of equal magnitude,

but negative shocks receive a larger weight since u ′ (·) in case of a positive shock is smaller than when a shock of the

same magnitude is negative. The other two parts capture larger negative and positive shocks, respectively. In this case, 

negative shocks lead to losses relative to the reference point. To compare the marginal utilities of income, we exploit that

E(w ) − c(e ) > R . This condition implies that losses are smaller than gains when positive and negative shocks are of equal

magnitude: 

R − ( s + be ( 1 − ε ) − c ( e ) ) < s + be ( 1 + ε ) − c ( e ) − R 

By concavity of the utility function, u ′ (·) in case of a positive shock is smaller than when the shock is negative, and the

final two terms are also negative. This implies that b − c ′ (e ) > 0 to satisfy the first-order condition, hence effort needs to be

reduced as compared to optimal effort when there is no risk. 

By similar reasoning, we can show that, for given effort, individuals choose lower piece rates than in the absence of risk.

The first-order condition for optimal piece rate is given by 

dE ( U ) 

de 
= 

∫ ε̄ 

ε ∗
u 

′ ( w − c ( e ) − R ) 

(
ds 

db 
+ e ( 1 + ε ) 

)
ϕ ( ε ) dε+ 

∫ ε ∗

ε 
u 

′ ( R − ( w − c ( e ) ) ) 

(
ds 

db 
+ e ( 1 + ε ) 

)
ϕ ( ε ) dε = 0 

Comparing with the optimal piece rate in the absence of risk by substituting e = − ds 
db 

, and rewriting to distinguish be-

tween small and large shocks, we obtain: 

0 ∫ 
ε ∗

u 

’ ( s + be ( 1 + ε ) − c ( e ) − R ) eε ϕ ( ε ) dε + 

∫ −ε ∗

0 u 

’ ( s + be ( 1 + ε ) − c ( e ) − R ) eε ϕ ( ε ) dε 

+ 

ε ∗∫ 
ε 

u 

’ ( R − ( s + be ( 1 + ε ) − c ( e ) ) ) eε ϕ ( ε ) dε + 

ε ∫ 
−ε ∗

u 

’ ( s + be ( 1 + ε ) − c ( e ) − R ) eε ϕ ( ε ) dε 

This expression is negative since u ′ (·) in case of a positive shock is smaller than when a shock of the same magnitude is

negative. Hence, to satisfy the first-order condition, ds 
db 

+ e > 0 , implying that the optimal b is lower than in the absence of

risk, assuming effort does not change. Since the introduction of risk also lowers effort for given incentives, the tendency to

choose lower piece rates is reinforced. 

Hypothesis 2.2. When individuals have a high reference point, such that their expected earnings net of effort costs fall below the

reference point for any given piece rate, they respond to the introduction of risk by choosing higher piece rates. 
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Proof: the proof is the same as for Hypothesis 2.1. Since the utility function is concave in losses, u ′ (·) in case of a positive

shock is larger than when the shock is negative, implying that the optimal effort and piece rate are higher than in the

absence of risk. 
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